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In the period 1948-1968 the automorphisms of the symplectic group 
S&(V) were investigated by Hua [5], Dieudonnk [3], Rickart [9], Reiner [8], 
Wan and Wang [lo], and O’Meara [q. Central to all their methods were 
techniques involving double centralizers of involutions. But the symplectic 
congruence groups over an integral domain need not contain any nontrivial 
involutions and the usual methods cannot in general apply. Another defect 
of the old technique of involutions is that it does not readily apply to the 
projective symplectic groups; for the projective groups one encounters the 
problem of distinguishing group-theoretically between projective involu- 
tions of the first and second kinds. 
In this paper we adapt to the symplectic group the involution-free methods 
of O’Meara [7]. We can treat the automorphisms of the symplectic con- 
gruence groups and of the projective congruence groups simultaneously. In 
our approach we let -denote the natural map of Sp,(V) onto Sp,( V)/& 1 = 
I?,!!+,(V) and consider any subgroup G of F’Sp,( V) such that, for each line L 
of I/‘, there is a nontrivial (projective) transvection in G with proper line L; 
such a subgroup G is said to have enough (projective) transvections. We show 
any automorphism /.l of G maps projective transvcctions to projective trans- 
vections when n > 6. Thus we see an automorphism n of G induces a bijection 
of the projective transvections of G; this bijection of transvcctions in turn 
induces a collineation L + L’ of the lines of the vector space V. By the funda- 
mental theorem of projective geometry, there is a semilinear isomorphism g 
of V onto Y such that gL = L’ for all lines L of V; g also maps any two ortho- 
gonal vectors of V to orthogonal vectors. For any such g, we have auto- 
morphisms fl, and A&+,( V)and PSp,( V), respcctivcly,defined by A,(a) = 
gag-l and&,(o) = .~$,(a) f or 0 E Sp,(V). We then show that d = i&, 1 G. 
As a corollary, it is then easy to find all automorphisms of any subgroup S 
of Sp,(V) which has enough transvections. An automorphism /l of S will 
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naturally induce an automorphism jI of the projective group S, and we find 
/lo = x(u) /l,(u) for all u in S, where x is a homomorphism of S into -&l. 
Finally, in Section 5 we specialize these results to the symplectic congruence 
groups over any integral domain o. Let M be a bounded o-module; each 
congruence subgroup of Sp,‘(M) h as enough transvections and our above 
results then yield all the automorphisms of the congruence groups of Sp,(M). 
We do not require M to possess a symplectic basis or even to be free, and so 
this answers the question raised on p. 137 of [6] concerning the automorphisms 
of the nonstandard symplectic group. 
1. BASICS 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the field F and let x(F) denote 
the characteristic of F. An alternating bilinear form on V is a bilinear form 
(x, y) on V with the property (x, X) = 0 for all x E V. WC assume V has 
defined on it the alternating bilinear form (x, y) and denote by W* the 
orthogonal complement of a subspace W of V; that is, 
w* = {x E v 1 (x, W) = 0). 
The radical of W, rad IV, is the subspace W n W* of W; W is called regular 
if rad W = 0, degenerate if rad W If 0, and totally degenerate if rad W = W 
with W f 0. In all that follows we will assume the vector space V to be 
regular; V is then called a regular alternating space. Recall that this implies 7t 
is even and that all maximal totally degenerate subspaces of V have the 
common dimension sn. For any two subspaces W, and W, of V we then have 
(WI*)* = W, , dim WI + dim WI* = n, (WI n W,)* = WI* + W2*, and 
since rad WI C WI*, we have dim rad VV, < n - dim W, . WC say W, and 
W, are orthogonal if (W, , W,) = 0. 
The symplectic group, written Sp,( V) or simply Sp( V), consists of all those 
nonsingular linear transformations u of V onto V satisfying (ax, 0-y) = (x, y) 
for any two vectors x and y in V. For (T E Sp( V), we let P = {x E V 1 ax : x} 
and we put R = P; P is called the fixed space of u and R the residual space 
of (T. We have dim R -k dim P = 71. Whenever a u E Sp( V) is under discussion, 
the letter P will always denote the fixed space of u and the letter R will always 
denote its residual space. Similiarly, we associate Pi and Ri with any ui in 
JlP(V)* 
For any (T in Sp(V) we have UP = P and UR == R. And 
P = ker(o - lr,), R = (u - l,)V, 
where 1 y denotes the identity map of V. Hence our definitions of fixed and 
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residual spaces for symplectic transformations coincide with those of 
OWeara [7]. For any L’ E @(Z’), ,ZLZ-~ has fixed space ZP and residual 
space ZR. 
A transvection is defined as an element of the special linear group which is 
the identity on a hypcrplane. For h EF and a E V consider the mapping T,,~ 
defined by T,,,,(X) = x -/- X(a, X) . a for all x E V. It is easy to SW raVl E Sp( V) 
and the residual space of T,,~ is contained in Fu; we see also det T, ,+ = 1. 
Hence each mapping 70,h is a transvcction in Sp(V). Conversely, it ‘can be 
shown without difficulty that every transvection r E Sp( V) with residual 
space Fu is given by the formula 7 = T,,,~ for some h E F. The residual space 
of a nontrivial transvcction is called its proper line; IV is considered as a 
transvection having any line in V as its proper line. 
We have T,,~ = 1 y  if and only if a = 0 or h == 0, and ur,,:\(~-i =-= T,~,* for 
all u E S’p( V). Also if X # 0, then T,,~ :-: T*,~ if and only if b = &a. It is proved 
in [l] that S’p(V) is generated by its transvections; hence det c = 1 for all 
u E Sp( V). The following propositions are now easily proved. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The product of tzo nontrivial symplectic transcections is 
again a transvection if and only if the two given trunsvections have the same 
proper line. 
hOPOSITION 1.2. Let 7asl be a nontrivial symplectic transvection and let 
o E Sp( V). Then u and T,,,, commute if and only if au = 5-a. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Two nontrivial symplectic transvections commute rf 
and only if their proper lines are orthogonal. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let cr E Sp( V) have residual space R. Then a” = 1 y  if 
and only ifo 1 R = --.I,. 
Proof. Apply 1.7 of [A. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let U, and a, be in Sp( V) and have residual spaces 
R, und R, . Then ~~~~ = g201 ;f R, C R,*. 
Proof. -4pply 1.4 of [7]. Q.E.D. 
For any m-dimensional vector space W whatever, we denote the scalar 
transformations of GL,,( W) by RL,,( W). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let W be a two-dimensional vector space and suppose 
o E GL,( W) - RL,( W). Then the centralizer C,(a) of u in GL,( W) is Abelian 
Proof. Apply 2.6 of [I. Q.E.D. 
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DEFINITION. We say a subgroup S of S,(V) “has enough transvections” 
if for each line L of I’ there is a nontrivial transvection in S with proper IineL. 
2. PROJECTIVE SYM~LECTIC GROUPS 
The projective symplectic group PSp( V) is the quotient of Sp( I’) modulo 
its center; i.e., PS$(V) = Sp(V)/*l.. Let - denote the natural map of 
Sp( V) onto the quotient group PSp( I’). We say 6 E PSp( V) is a projective 
(symplectic) transvection if at least one coset representative of 0 is a trans- 
vection. If n > 2, (T and -U cannot be distinct transvections and so we may 
define the proper line of the projective transvection 0 as the proper line of the 
unique coset representative of C? which is a transvection. Observe also that if 
O1 and 5s are any two elements whatever in PSp( V) then c?& = c3& if and 
only if uia, = aau, or orus = ---asa1 .
PROPOSITIOX 2.1. Let n > 4 and x(F) # 2. Let .Z E Sp(V) be such that 
.Z(Fu) # Fa, Fa being a line in V. Let rD,A be a nontrivial transvection in Sp( V). 
Then 2 and ?a,Az-%n,-h do not commute. 
Proof. If we had the equation 
then we would have 
Taking x orthogonal to Z-la but not to a, we obtain 
--h(a, x)a + A(&, x) zfz - hyzz, a)(a, x) 2% = h(a, x)a 
which implies a E F * Za, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, the equation 
is also impossible since the left side equals IV on Z(Fu)* n (Fa)* and the 
right side equals -1 V on (Fa)* n Z-l(Fu)*. Since n > 4, there is a nonzero 
vector x in (Fu)* n Z(Fu)* n ,W(Fu)*. We then have x = -x, a contra- 
diction. QED. 
Let G be a subgroup of P@(V). If for every line L of V there is a non- 
trivial projective transvection in G with proper line L, then we say G has 
enough projective trunsvections. We always assume this is true of G in what 
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follows. Let d = {u E Sp( V) ) 15 E G}. Th en it is immediate that d is a sub- 
group of Sp(V), d h as enough transvcctions, 5 1 y E A, and d = G. For X 
a subset of A, we let C(X) denote the centralizer of X in A; and for X a subset 
of G, C(X) denotes the centralizer of X in G. Whenever WC refer to the groups 
A or G henceforth, we understand them to bc defined as above; i.e., A is always 
the pre-image of G under the map. For any group X at all, 11X denotes 
the commutator subgroup of X. 
PROPOSITIO?~ 2.2. Let 0 and L’ be tzo commuting elements of PSp(V). 
Let W be a subspace of V such that 2 . dim W > dim V and o : W = $1 w . 
Then o and .X commute. 
Proof. \ve may assume x(F) + 2. It is enough to show the equation 
o = --&Z-l is impossible. Let u 1 W = a, where a = f 1 N. We may choose 
a nonzero vector x in W n Z(W), and from the equation 0 = -&,Z-r 
it follows ax = --KY, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let n > 4 and let A be a subgroup of P@(V) consisting 
entirely of projectizte transvections. Then all members of A have the same proper 
line. 
Proof. A direct computation using the formula for a symplectic transvec- 
tion will show that the product of two projective symplectic transvcctions is 
again a projective transvcction if and only if the two given projective trans- 
vections have the same proper line. Since A is closed under multiplication, all 
elements in A have the same proper line. QED. 
xow for L a line of V, define i’(L) to be the group of all projective trans- 
vections in G having proper line L. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let n > 4. Then iii(L) is a maximal group of projective 
transvections in G and every maximal group of projective transvections in G has 
the form T(L) for som line L. 
Proof. It follows from 2.3 that 7’(L) is a maximal group of projective 
transvections in G. On the other hand, if A is any maximal group of projective 
transvections in G, then 2.3 implies all members of A have the same proper 
line, say L. Hence A C T(L), and since A is maximal, fl == T(L). Q.E.D 
3. DOUBLE CENTRALIZER COMPUTATIONS 
DEFINITION. Let u e Sp( V). We call u a plane rotation if its residual space 
R is a plant; u is called a regular or a totally degenerate plane rotation 
according as R is regular or totally degenerate. 
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~E:FINITION. For a subspace W of V, define E(W) = (U E A j R C 1q, 
where R denotes the residual space of (T. E(W) is a subgroup of A. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let n >, 2 and 0 be a regular plane rotation in A &th 
residual space R. If x(F) :/ 2, suppose a2 $ I,, . Then E(R) _C CDC(o). 
Proof. Since R* is the fixed space of u and R n R* = 0, we see a 1 R f IR . 
Now we cannot have u 1 R = -lR for, if so, ~2 = I y by Proposition 1.4, 
a contradiction. Letting RL,(R) d enote the scalar transformations of GL,(R), 
we see IJ 1 R E S@,(R) - RL,(R). It follows from Proposition 1.6 that the 
centralizer C,(o 1 R) of 0 1 R in GL,(R) is Abelian. 
Now let (Jo E DC(a); cl(R) = R and hence 
So o1 1 R = lR ; Ict u1 have fixed and residual spaccx Pl and R, . Then 
R,* = P,2 R, so R _C R,*. Any cr2 in E(R) will have its r&dual space 
R, c R C R,*. So u2 and o1 commute by 1.5. Thus E(R) C CDC(a). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let n > 6 and let u E A be either a nontrivial tram- -- 
vection 07 a plane rotation. Then CDC(c?) _C E(R). 
Proof. Let P be the fixed space of u and let I, = Fa be any line in P, not 
in rad P. Since a 6 rad P, there is b c P such that (a, b) # 0. Since 
dim[(Fa)* n P] >, 3, there is t E (Fu)* n P such that t is linearly independent 
of a and b. Put c = t -1 b. Then (a, c) f 0, and a, b, c are three linearly 
independent vecors of P. 
Choose nontrivial transvections v-~,~ , Tb.S t Tc.a in d with proper lines 
Fa, Fb, Fc. Put f = T,,~T~,~T;$T;~ = T,,~ * T,,,+),-~ . Now (a, T&U)) = 
(a, a + p(b, u) * b) # 0. Hence T,,~ and (T,~ B(a),-,J don’t commute by 1.3, 
and so f has residual space Fa + F(Q~(~)) = Fa + F(u + p(b, a) * b) = 
Fa + Fb. Similarly, if we define g = ~a,~~G,rr~;,$r;,~ , then g has residual space 
Fa -f- Fc. Now since aa = a, ob == b, ucccc, T,,~ , q,Ii , 7c,a arc in C(u). 
Hence f and g are in DC(o). Hence j: g E DC(a) C DC(G). 
Now let 2 E CDC(6). z must commute withJ And by 2.2,Z and f commute 
since n > 6. So Z acts on the residual space off. Similarly, Z acts on the resi- 
dual space of g. So 2 acts on the residual spaces off and g, hence 2 acts on 
their intersection Fa. So ,Z’ acts on all lines L of P, I, g rad P. If rad P = 0, 
we conclude Z acts on all lines of P. Suppose rad P :f 0. Let K be a line of 
rad P. Fix a line L, of P, L, not in rad P. Except for K, no lines of the plane 
K 3 L, are in rad P. So Z fixes every line of K @L, , except possibly K. 
Thus ,?YK C K 3 L, . Since Z is a one-one transformation of lines, ZK = K. 
So 2 acts on all lines of P. Now dim P > n - 2 and n > 6, so P is not 
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totally dcgcnerate. Hence Z I P 1 =l,, , and so 2 c + E(R). Thus 
2’c :g(jq :- qq. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let n 3 6 and (3 E A bane residual space R. Then 
CLX(G) is Abelian if (T is a trawection or a totally degenerate plane rotatiorz; 
and CLX’(e) is non-Abelian if (J is a regular plune rotation zcith u2 :t- 1,’ . 
Proof. I f  o is a transvection or a totally degenerate plane rotation 3.2 
implies CDC(6) c E(H). S’ mce R is totally degenerate, 1.5 implies f!‘(K) -- 
is Abelian; hence E(R) is Abelian. 
If  u is a regular plane rotation with u2 + 1 y  , 3. I implies E(R) c (‘K’(a). ---. 
Hence E(R) C CDC(u) C CDC(a) = CDC(~), since C(o) ::- C(G) by 2.2. 
Now since R is regular and A has enough transvections, there are two 
noncommuting transvections tr and -r2 in E(R). Uy 2.2, ?1 and r, arc then two 
noncommuting projective transvcctions in i:‘(R) C: CM?(G). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let n 2 6 and x(F) i’- 2. I,et 0 be any pwjectice /runs- 
cection in C, and let A be an automorphism of G. Then A5 is also a projectice 
traw7,~ecfion. 
Proof. 1Ve may assume (5 f  T, . Let 0 have proper line f, and !et -417 :- 2’; 
since 2’ + i,, , choose a line L, such that EL, + L, . Let T,.,~ be a nontrivial 
transvection in A with lineL, = Fa. By 2.1,2’ and ?,.Az-i?$ don’t commute. 
Put T = T,.~ and let h --: ZTZ-IT--l. Since h is the product of two transvec- 
tions with distinct proper lines, h has residual space the plane R == ZL, ; L, . 
Put A? = ‘T’and set f = UTU- +I. Clearly, @ : = I;. And since z and Tz--Ii”--I 
don’t commute, 0 and E!- r i- l don’t commute. Thus o and ro-l~--~ don’t 
commute. 
We claimfis a regular plane rotation, not an involution; f is a regular plane 
rotation since f = a(~- l7-l) is the product of two noncommuting trans- 
vections. In fact, f has residual space L t ?L. Sow ZTL’-1 --. TV,,,,, and 
I’-’ = 7<‘,* . From these formulas it follows ZTZ-l and ‘f-l both act on 
R = Pa + ZFa. Thus either Z7%-1 and T- l both induce 1 R , or they induce 
nontrivial transvections on R with distinct proper lines. (Depending on 
whether (a, Za) :. 0 or (a, Za) # 0). I n an y  cast, iz 1 R f  -lR since x(F) ::I 2. 
I3y 1.4, h’-/ Iv, and surely h2 I/ -lr, . So ha -,S: i, ; thus f2 # TV, and 
soJ2 f  1 y  . Thus f is a regular plane rotation, not an involution. 
Now we claim h is also a regular plane rotation. For since f  is a regular 
plane rotation not an involution, 3.3 implies CDC(f) is non-Abelian; so 
CDC(h) is non-Abelian. If1,r + ZL, = R were a degenerate plane, 3.3 would 
imply CDC(h) is Abelian, a contradiction. Thus K is a regular plane and so 12 
is a regular plane rotation. 
\T7e will now show /lo is a projective transvection. Since f is a regular plant 
481:2x/1-7 
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rotation not an involution, and since the proper line L of u is contained in 
the residual spaceI, -k 7L off, it follows from 3.1 that 0 E CDC(f) c CUC(f); 
but C(f) : C(f) by 2.2 since f is a plane rotation. Thus 6 E CDC(f), __ 
and so nii E CfX(/lj); or 2~ CDC(h) c‘ E(R) by 3.2, whcrc H denotes the 
regular plant that is the residual space of h. Since 2 E B(H), we can assume .Z is 
a regular plant rotation, or a transvection. nut CDC(~) is Abelian by 3.3; so 
CfIC(&) CDC(Z) is Abclian. Xow Z* f  I y  bccausc 6” + i, since 
x(F) J- 2. so z cannot be a regular plant rotation, for, if so, 3.3 would 
imply CDC(E) . IS non-Abelian, a contradiction. Thus 2 is a transvection, 
and so /lG - 2’ is a projective transvection. QED. 
4. APPI.ICATION TO AIJTOMORPHISM THEORY 
LVc begin by defining two special types of automorphisms of 5$(V). We 
will soon show every automorphism of Sp( V) is a product of these two types. 
~EFINITIOS. Let S bc a subgroup of .‘$J( V) that has enough transvcctions. 
WC say an automorphism P, of S is a radial automorphism if P,(u) = x(u) . u 
for all (T E S, where x is a homomorphism of S into 5 1 V . The following result 
is easily proved. 
PROPOSITIOS 4.1. Suppose S is a subgroup of Sp( V) that has enough 
transvections. Suppose - 1 y  E S and that x is a homomorphism of S into f  1 y  . 
Then the map u -• X(U) . u for u E: S is an automorphism of S if and only rf 
x(‘ly) = Iv. 
DEFISITION. Let g be a scmilinear isomorphism of V onto V. We say g 
preserves orthogonality if (x, y) = 0 implies (gx, gy) = 0 for all x, y  in V. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let g be a semilinear isomorphi.sm of V onto V; then g 
preserz:es orthogonality ;f  and only if (gx, gy) = h(x, y)” JOY all x, y  in V, 
where h is a nonzero scalar in F independent of x and y, and u is the field auto- 
morphism of g. 
l’roof. Clearly, if (px, gy) = /\(x, y)” f  or all x, y, then g must preserve 
orthogonalit);. The converse is proved on page 113 of [6]. QED. 
~:OROLI.ARY 4.2a. If  g is a semilinear isomorphism of V onto V, then g 
preseraes orthogonality if and only zf g-’ does. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let g be a semilinear isomorphism of V onto V that 
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preserves orthogonality. Then the mapping A, defined by A,(u) --: gag-’ for all 
CJ (3 Sp(V) is an automorphism of Sp(V). 
Proof. For (3 E Sp( V), pg- l is a linear transformation and a direct com- 
putation using 4.2 shows (g&(-u), g ug-I( y)) =. (x, y) for all .v, y  in v. Hence 
gtrg-l E Sp( V). Similarly, g-lug E Sp(I/). So the mapping A, takes Sp( V) 
onto Sp(V); it is clearly one-to-one and multiplic~tivc. QXD. 
DEFINITION. Let g be an orthogonality-preserving semilinear iso- 
morphism of V onto V. For u E Sp( V), let A,(u) :- gug-.l; A, is then an 
automorphism of Sp( V). We define the automorphism A, of I-‘S$( I/‘) by 
A”(6) -.. A&) f  or all c? E PSp(V). I f  &(G) -- G, then WC also denote 
by fig the restriction of ila to G. Similarly, if S is a subgroup of Sp( 1.) that 
has enough transvections and A,(s) = S, th cn we also denote by A, the 
restriction of A, to S. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume dim V > 2 and let G be a subgroup of PSp( V) 
that has enough projective transve&ons. Let A be an isomorphism of G into 
P’@(V) such that for each projective transz-ection 7 of G, A: is a projectize 
transaection with the same proper line as ?. Then A equals the identity map on G. 
Proof. -7 Consider a typical ~5 E G and write u - AC?. For any line L of V 
WC may choose a nontrivial projective transvection f  in G having proper 
line L. Then O%?-i is a projective transvection with proper line GL; hence 
A(&--l) has line uL. But A(c%~-‘) = b’Ifl?T ’ and since A? has line L, 
A(o+‘) 1 h 1’ a so as me u’L. Hence CAL ;- u’L for all lines L and so z .= ~0’. -.- 
Thus ~5 --. i:u’ = Aa for all 6 E G. QED. 
sow let dim V 3 6, x(F) ;L 2, and G be a subgroup of PSp(Vj that has 
enough projective transvections. Let A be an automorphism of G. By 3.4 
and 2.4 we see that for any line L in V, AT(L) is a maximal group of trans- 
vections in G. So again by 2.4, there is a unique line L’ such that AT(I,) = 
T(L’). ‘I’he map L --+I-,’ is easily seen to be a bijection of the lines of 1’~. 
Sow since the commuting of two nontrivial projective transvections is 
equivalent to the orthogonality of their proper lines, we see (L, , I,,) =: 0 
implies (L1’,L,‘) := 0. Since any hyperplane can be described as the orthogonal 
complement of a line, we see the images (under 1, ---f L’) of all the lines 
contained in a fixed hyperplane fall in a hyperplane of V. Thus the bijection 
L -+L’ satisfies the hypotheses of the fundamental theorem of projective 
geometry, and so there is a semilinear isomorphism g of V onto li such that 
gL = L’ for all lines L. It follows immediately that g preserves orthogonality. 
So by 4.3, A, is an automorphism of Q(V). One easily sees 2;’ 0 A is an 
isomorphism of G into PSp( V) that satisfies the hypotheses of 4.4. It follows 
that A .-- dg and we have proved 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let V be u vector space over theJieldF, x(F) #- 2, dim V 2 6. 
Let G be a subgroup of PSp( V) that has enough projective trans-vections and let A 
be an automorphism of G. Then there is a semilinear isomorphism g of V onto V 
that preserves orthogonalit-v such that A == & . 
COROLLARY 4.5a. Let the hypotheses on V, x(F) and n be as in 4.5. Let S 
be a subgroup of Sp( V) that has enough transvections and let A be an automor- 
phism of S. Then there is a semilinear isomorphism g of V onto V which 
preserves orthogonality and u homomorphism x of S into &Iv such that 
Au L- x(u) . A,(o) for all u E S. 
Proof. The mapping jI of S defined by A(Z) = TO for u E S is an auto- --- 
morphism of S, and so il -: ,?& for some g. We have % 2;: n,(u) for all u 
in S, and so AU = X(U) . A,(U), where X(U) L= &lv. Since (1 is an auto- 
morphism, x is a homomorphism. Q.E.D. 
PROPWTION 4.6. Let n 3 6, x(F) f  2, and let S be a subgroup of Sp( V) 
that has enough transvections. Suppose - 1 y  E S. Then there is a radial auto- 
morphism P, of S and an automorphism A, of S such that A = P, 0 A, . 
Proof. By 4Sa, WC have Ao =- xl(u) . A,(u) for all u in S, where xi is 
a homomorphism of S into 31 y and A, is an automorphism of Sp( V). 
Put X(U) 7: x1(/l;‘(~)) for all u in S. We see x(+1 y) =- 1 V ; so 4.1 implies 
the map u+ x((r) . u = P,(u) is a radial automorphism of S. Clearly, 
A=- P,“A,. Q.E.D. 
5. THE AUTOMORPHISMS OF TIW CONCRUESCE GROUPS 
In this section o denotes an integral domain with quotient field F and V 
is a regular n-dimensional alternating space over F. Recall the dimension of 
a free o-module is the common cardinality of any basis. As defined in [6], 
a bounded o-module M is one for which there is an o-linear isomorphism 
of M into a free o-module of finite dimension. In the rest of this section, 
we let M denote a hounded o-module contained in V such that V = FM, 
where FM -.= {xx i Q E F, x E M}. For x E V, we define the coefficient c2 of 
.x by c, = {a EF [ ti E M}; c, is a fractional ideal of o. The symplectic group 
of the bounded module M is defined as Sp,(M) = {o E Sp(V) 1 UM - M}. 
Now let Q be a nonzero ideal contained in o. Let 
a&l= CXxl/3Sca,xEMf. 
! fin 
The symplectic congruence groups arc defined as follows: Sp,(M; a) = 
AUTOMORPHISMS OF THE SYlMPLECTIC CONGRUESCE GROUPS 101 
{U E Sp,(M) / (0 - 1 V) 111 C a&!} and TSp,(fJl; aj is the group generated by 
all the transvections which lie in Sp,(M; a). We have Sp,(M; o) = Sp,(i!?), 
TSp,(M; o) = TSp,(M), and TSp,(M; a) C Sp,,(M; aj are always normal 
subgroups of SpJM). Now if M is a nonzero bounded o-module, then pM 
is a fractional ideal for any linear functional p defined on tr = FM7 p f  0. 
It is easy to see 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For n >, 2, TSp,(AI; a) has enozlgh tramzjections. 
Proof= Let L = Fa be a line of V = FM. Now (a, x) is a nonzero linear 
functional on V, and so (a, M) is a fractional ideal. Choose a nonzero h EF 
such that h(a, A/r) C c, . a. Then the above remarks shovv T,,~ E I’Sp,,(AI, a). 
Q.E.D. 
Now let - denote the natural map Sp,( V) onto Sp,JV))/ &l r, . We 
define PSp,(Ac a) to be SpJM; a), and PTSp,(M; u) to be TSp,(M;a), 
and call these two groups the projective symplectic congruence groups. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let n > 6, let G be axe of the groups PSp,(M; a) or 
PTSp,,(M; a), and let A be afa azctomorphisnz of G. Then there is a semili~zea? 
isomorphism g of V onto V that preserves orthogonality such that A = ir, . 
Proof. I f  x(F) + 2, apply 4.5 and 5.1. If  x(F) = 2, all the arguments of 
[6, pp. 125-1311 apply without modification to such a G and show that an 
automorphism of G preserves all transvections. The argument used in proving 
4.5 then establishes that A = ,?ig . Q.E.D. 
Now let 11 > 6 and let S be one of the groups Sp,(M; a) or YSp,(ill; a). 
Consider an alutomorphism A of S. -4s in the proof of 4Sa, A induces an 
automorphism l!i of S and by 5.2 we have 2 = & for some semilinear 
isomorphism g of V onto V which preserves orthogonality. It then follows, 
as in the proof of 4.5a, that Au = xl(g) * A,(a) for all 0 in S, where xr is 
some homomorphism of S into &l y  . And if -1 V E S, 4.6 implies there is 
a radial automorphism P, of S such that P, 0 A, . So we have proved the 
following 
THEOREM 5.3. Let n 3 6, let S be one of the symplectic congruence groups 
Sp.,(iItl; a) OY TSp,(dl; a), and suppose A is an automorphism of S. Then there 
is an homomorphism x1 of S into +lv a& an orthogonality-preserving semi- 
linear isomorphism g of V onto V such that Au = xl(u) - A,(o) for all CT E S. 
And if -1 y  E S, there is a radial automorphism P, of S such that A = P, 0 A, = 
102 SOLAZZI 
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